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[571 ABSTRACT 
A display system for use in an aircraft control wheel 
steering system provides the pilot with a single, quick- 
ened flight path angle display to overcome poor han- 
dling qualities due to intrinsic flight path angle response 
lags, while avoiding multiple information display sym- 
bology. The control law for the flight path angle con- 
trol system is designed such that the aircraft's actual 
flight path angle response lags the pilot's commanded 
flight path angle by a constant time lag T ,  independent 
of flight conditions. The synthesized display signal is 
produced as a predetermined function of the aircraft's 
actual flight path angle, the time lag 7 and command 
inputs from the pilot's column. 

8 Claims, 4 Drawing Sheets 
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SUMMARY O F  THE INVENTION 
It is desirable, therefore, to provide an indicator sys- 

tem for use with a velocity control wheel steering sys- 
tem, which indicator system incorporates the pertinent 
information of the actual flight path angle y and the 
commanded flight path angle y c  into a single symbol. 

Briefly, according to the invention, a method for 
producing a flight path angle display for an aircraft 
comprises the first step of providing an aircraft flight 
control steering system which has a predetermined 
response lag 7 to a command input, this time lag being 
independent of flight conditions. A signal y is provided 
representative of the aircraft’s flight path angle. A sig- 
nal A 7 0  is produced, which signal has a predetermined 
relationship to the response lag T and to a flight path 
angle command. A synthesized signal Y ~ Y N T  is pro- 
duced, where: 

AIRCRAm FLIGHT PATH ANGLE DISPLAY 
SYSTEM 

The invention described herein was made in the the 
performance of work under a NASA contract No. 
NAS1-14880 and is subject to the provisions of Section 
305 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1948, 
Public Law 85-568(72 Stat.435; 42 USC 2457). 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention pertains to the aircraft control and 

display art and, more particularly, to a system providing 
a quickened flight path angle display for use in conjunc- 
tion with a computer augmented manual flight path 
angle control system to overcome poor handling quali- 
ties due to intrinsic flight path angle response lags. 

Such a controlled system, referred to as a “Velocity 
Vector Control Wheel Steering System” (VCWS) is 
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,373,184, issued Feb. 8, 1983, 
invented by the same inventor as the present applica- 
tion, and assigned to the same assignee. This system 
allows a pilot to input a commanded flight path angle 
y c  via his control column, with this commanded flight 
path angle being captured in a well-damped, overshoot 
free way. 

FIG. 1 illustrates the indicator 10 used in association 
with the flight control system in the above-referenced 
velocity control wheel steering system patent. The prin- 
ciple feature of the display 10 is that simultaneous indi- 
cations 30,32 represent both the flight path angle com- 
mand y c  and the aircraft’s actual flight path angle y, 
respectively. 

Various pitch lines 24-26 are indicated on the screen 
along with a reference airplane symbol 28. 

A landing system glide slope indicator 16 is provided 
with an appropriate scale indicated generally at 18. 

A roll pointer 12 indicates roll attitude relative to a 
suitable roll attitude scale, indicated generally at 14. 

A landing system localizer indicator 20 is provided 
with an appropriate scale indicated generally at 22. 

During tracking conditions in the VCWS mode both 
symbols overlay. The value of the flight path angle is 
read against the pitch scale. The pitch attitude is deter- 
mined by the airplane symbol position relative to this 
scale, with a 5’ noseup bias being applied to unclutter 
the symbology. For example, when flying level, the 
flight path angle wedges 30,32 overlay and point at the 
0” (horizon) line 33. During a column input, the re- 
sponse of the yc  symbol 30 leads the y symbol 32 in 
proportion to the amplitude of the column input (and 
thus 3 ~ ) .  When the column input is returned to neutral, 
the actual flight path angle y closes in on the com- 
manded flight path angle ycin a quick and well-damped 
way. 

Whereas the above-described display provides a posi- 
tive means for indicating to the pilot his commanded, as 
well as actual flight path angle, further research in the 
development of a suitable display configuration for the 
velocity control wheel steering system has indicated 
that a single symbol containing the pertinent infonna- 
tion of both y and ycis desirable. Such a single symbol 
would reduce the number of symbols presented to the 
pilot, thus tending to unclutter the display to the pilot, 
as well as preventing the possibility of the pilot confus- 
ing the actual flight path indicator with the commanded 
flight path indicator, and inadvertenly deviating from a 
desired flight course. 
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Y S Y N F Y + ~ Y D  

The signal ySYNTis displayed to the pilot as the single 
symbol for aircraft flight path angle control. 

An aircraft flight path control and display system 
includes control means responsive to a flight path com- 
mand to automatically control the flight of the aircraft 
to the commanded path. The control means exhibits a 
time response lag T between flight path command input 
and the response of the aircraft’s actual flight path. This 
time lag 7 is substantially independent of flight condi- 
tions. A means provides a signal y representive of the 
aircraft’s actual flight path angle. A signal Ayo is pro- 
duced, which signal is a predetermined function of the 
response lag 7 and the first time derivative of the com- 
manded flight path angle. A signal YSYNTiS produced, 
where: 

YSYNFY +AYD 

The signal ysyhrTis displayed to the pilot as the single 
symbol for flight path angle control. 

BRfEF DESCRIPTION O F  THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 illustrates a prior electronic attitude director 

indicator, depicting a display for both the actual, and 
the commanded flight path angles; 

FIGS. 2A and 2B illustrate the response of the air- 
craft’s actual flight path angle y and the commanded 
flight path angle yc  to a pilot’s control column com- 
mand input 6 ~ 0 ~ ;  

FIG. 3 is a detailed schematic diagram of the control 
law and preferred means for generating the single sym- 
bol display according to the invention; 

FIG. 4 depicts the constant time lag t between com- 
manded and actual flight path angles for the system of 
FIG. 3 under various flight conditions; and, 

FIG. 5 illustrates the single symbol flight path angle 
display when used with an electronic attitude director 
indicator. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION O F  THE 
INVENTION 

FIG. 1 illustrates an electronic attitude director indi- 
cator used to display indications of both flight path 
angle and commanded flight path angle, as employed in 
a prior indicating system, discussed fully hereinabove. 

FIG. 2A illustrates a pilot’s control column input 
signal GCOL required to establish a new flight path angle. 
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FIG. 2B illustrates the response of the velocity con- Dead zone circuit 52 assures that the signal input to the 
trol wheel steering system to a control column input control law is zero when the column is in the neutral 
signal. The control column signal is filtered and inte- position. The signal output from dead zone circuit 52 is 
grated to produce the commanded flight path angle Yc. multiplied by a gain factor KC in a multiplier circuit 54 
The Yc signal and the actual flight Path angle signal Y 5 producing a signal DCOLV. This gain factor signal KC 
are processed together with the column signal ~ O . L  to is produced as a predetermined function of ground 
control the aircraft's elevator in such a way that the speed VGS in a function generating circuit 56, accord- 
actual flight path angle lags the commanded flight Path ing to the relationship KC=VO/VGS, where VO rep- 
angle YC by a time factor 7. The elevator command resents a suitable normalization constant. 
computation is further designed to yield a rate of 10 The speed programmed column signal DCOLV is 

being used in two signal paths. This GAMEGE signal is stant 6 ~ 0 . ~ .  

normally zero and its function is described in connec- 
tion with the GO AROUND feature of the control law. Yr=YC-Y. 

( I )  l 5  In the first signal path, the output of summer 58 is ampli- 
Further, fied and lagged in a circuit 60, and then integrated in 

integrator 62 to produce the signal y c  representative of 
y t = r  TAN p and TAN ti=+. the commanded flight path angle. A pilot control col- 

2o umn input thus results in a rate of change of the signal 
Therefore, y c  which is proportional to the column position and 
yt=+ , (3) inversely proportional to speed. This inverse speed 

relationship is provided to achieve proper column sensi- 
tivity over the entire aircraft speed range. It is desirable 

25 to maintain constant normal acceleration response capa- 
bility, regardless of speed. Normal acceleration is the 
product of the speed and the rate of change of flight 
path angle. It follows, then, that in order to maintain the 
normal acceleration authority constant, the column 

change Of Y to the rate Of change Of Yep for 'On- summed with a signal GAMEGE in a Summer 58 before 

The flight path angle error is: 

( 2 )  

where i, represents the first time derivative of flight 
path angle. 

From the above relationship, it can be seen that if the 
response lag can be made constant for all flight condi- 
tions, then: 

i . = i f l S , ,  (4) 30 input signal must vary inversely with speed. 

Then, 

Yt = .YcG(s), 

and since 

i c= K C O L ~ O L  

mer 64 by taking the difference between the flight path 
angle command and the signal GAMMA, representa- 
tive of the actual flight path angle y of the aircraft. This 
signal GAMMA is earth referenced and may be ob- 

40 tained from well-known prior art sensing and computa- 
tion sources. The ye signal is used to command the 
elevator through a proportional signal path having a 
signal amplifier 66, providing signal amplification by a 
gain factor KGEP. The ye  signal is also processed in an 

45 integral signal path. For this purpose, a signal amplifier 
(7) 68 provides amplification of the ye signal by a gain 

factor KGEI. This amplified ye signal is applied at one 
A signal A y ~ = ~ K c o . ~ 6 c o ~ G ( s )  can, therefore, be input to a summer 70, whose remaining input receives a 

developed, which signal is equal to ye during the peri- signal corresponding to the first time differential of 
ods of column input. 50 actual flight path, y, which is generated as described 

A display signal ysymcan, therefore, be synthesized below. The summed signal out of summer 70 is inte- 
from y and ~ C O L ,  which display signal is equivalent to grated in an integrator 72. 
ycduring transient cohmn inputs and which reverts to The proportional ye path provides the main elevator 
actual Y during Periods with the column in detent, i.e.9 55  control command for reducing the ye signal to zero. 
GCOL=O. Thus, The ye integral path is needed to assure that ye will be 

nulled, even when a steady state elevator is to be car- 
ried, or when the need arises to offset null errors in 

( 5 )  

(6)  

(where KCOL is a predetermined constant), 
it therefore follows that: 

yt= J c o L ~ ~ o L G ~ ~ ) .  

(*) YSYNT'Y+AYD 

other signal sources making up the elevator command. 
A GAMD signal, which is gain weighted by a factor 60 

and, from equation (7) above, 

YSYNFY + T K C O L ~ O L W  (9) KGDI in an amplifier 74 before being summed with a 
gain weighted ye signal in summer 70, is representative 

FIG. 3 is a detailed schematic diagram illustrating the ofthe rate of change of the actual flight path angle. The 
preferred construction of the control law circuit, and signal GAMD is produced in a d@ider circuit 76 having 
the circuitry for generating the single flight path angle 65 as its numerator input a signal h representative of air- 
symbol YSYNT. The pilot's column signal input Sco.~, craft vertical acceleration, produced by conventional 
generated by conventional sensors and appearing at an vertical acceleration sensing means 78, and as its de- 
input 50, is processed through a dead zone circuit 52. nominator the ground speed signal, as supplied by a 
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conventional sensor 80. Thus, divider circuit 76 derives 
the + signal from the relationship: 

conditions of runway vision, airplane position relative 
to the runway, or operation of all critical systems have 
not been met, the pilot must make a GO AROUND 
maneuver. This can be a critical maneuver at low alti- 

5 tude, demanding minimum altitude loss after the deci- 

maneuver, the automatic GO AROUND feature has 

(lo) &kVGS. 

The path ofthe GAMD signal is pro- 

Yc*  Integration Of the 76 signal by in 
an overshooting Of the Yc target during transient re- 

sion has been made. To assist the pilot in making this 

been designed into the velocity vector control wheel 
steering system control law. For this purpose, the corn- 

vided to offset the yc signal integration after a change in 

sponse, due to the fact that the integrator would other- 10 manded flight path angle yc is quickly but smoothly 
wise have built up to the wrong value at the time the yc changed from whatever previous value existed before 
input to integrator 72, the integration stops when: climb-out value. This is done by taking the ycsignal and 

(11) forming an error signal GAMEG relative to a plus 2" 
l 5  bias in a summer 110. The error signal GAMEG is 

or, in other words, when the appropriate rate of change aPProPriatelY amplified in an amplifier 112 by a gain 
of y is established. factor KGAE and then fed back through a switch 114 

The GAMD signal is also processed through a gain/- to the summer 58, and ultimately to the command inte- 
lag circuit 82. The gainflag circuit 82 has a gain factor grator 62. Activation of the G O  AROUND ENGAGE 
KGDP, and a response lag rY. This proportional *' logic (GAE) results in a temporary closure of switch 
GAMD signal path provides the main damping term for 820 and, therefore, a quick but smooth synchronization 
control of the flight path angle dynamics. The lag filter of the ycsignal with the plus 2' climb bias. The airplane 
cuts down high frequency noise generated by the verti- responds with a very positive and well controlled pull- 
cal acceleration sensor 78. -- up maneuver, and establishes the 2" climb angle without 

zero. By the GAMD signal as an the activation of the GO AROUND logic to a plus 2" 

(KGENy,) + (KGDNGAMD) = 0 

The gain weighted yc signal from amplifier 66, the 
output from integrator 72, and the gain weighted and 
filtered GAMD signal output from circuit 82 are 
summed in a summer 84 to form the outer loop flight 
path angle control signal. 

Inner loop pitch damping is provided by the pitch 
rate signal 8 at input Q which is produced by a conven- 
tional aircraft pitch rate sensor 86. This 8 signal is pro- 
cessed through a washout circuit 88 to remove any 
undesirable steady state signal components. It is then 
amplified by a gain factor KQ in an amplifier 90. The 
resultant amplified signal is summed in a summer 92 
with a gain weighted and filtered column signal COLP. 
This COLP signal effectively provides the pitch rate 
command for direct and smooth initiation of the tran- 
sient maneuver for column input. It is derived from the 
speed programmed DCOLV signal to maintain coordi- 
nation of the initial and steady state pitch rate for a 
given column input, over the entire desired speed range. 
Inasmuch as the yc/6cor, response is inversely propor- 
tional to ground speed VGS, and the steady pitch rate 
must be equal to the rate of change of y,  the pitch rate 
command per unit column input must also be inversely 
proportional to VGS. The COLP signal processing 
contains a small lag provided by lag circuit 94 to sup- 
press signal noise, and a gain circuit %, having a gain 
factor KDCP for providing the desired signal ampli- 
tude. Finally, the inner loop signal output from the 
summer 92 is gain programmed in a multiplier circuit 98 
to provide uniform dynamics in the inner loop, which 
inner loop is affected by the elevator aerodynamic ef- 
fectiveness. The elevator effectiveness (pitching mo- 
ment per unit deflection) is a function of the calibrated 
airspeed, therefore calibrated airspeed, provided by 
conventional calibrated airspeed sensor 100, is pro- 
grammed in a circuit 102 to generate a signal KV which 
is applied to multiplying circuit 98 to compensate for 
this speed effect. The output of the multiplier 98 is 
summed with the outer loop elevator command signal 
from the summer 84 in a summer 104 to form the total 
elevator command 8 ~ c .  

The remaining portion of the control law shown in 
FIG. 3 relates to the automatic GO AROUND feature. 
When the airplane descends to critical altitude and all 

L3 * 
- 

overshoot, just as in the case of a pilot controlled ma- 
neuver. For this purpose, the GO AROUND EN- 
GAGE error signal GAMEG is fed back such that it 
not only changes the y c  value, but also results in a 

3o proportional pitch-up command which is summed with 
the pitch rate signal in the summer 92. 

It should be understood that for proper functioning of 
the control law circuit shown in FIG. 3, all signal gains 
in each of the signal paths must be determined in rela- 

35 tionship to the other gains. In addition, all gains and 
time constants must be selected for the particular air- 
craft being considered. The circuit of FIG. 3 is particu- 
larly adapted for producing a control response which 
exhibits a predetermined response lag T between a com- 

40 manded flight path angle y c  and an actual flight path 
angle y,  independent of flight conditions. Simulator 
ana1ysi.s has shown that the response lag is largely deter- 
mined by the relative gains of the y and + feedback 
signals and the relative gain of 8 and the proportional 

45 column gain. The relative gains of y and 9 were fixed in 
prior designs, but the absolute values were programmed 
down with speed, making this combination less effec- 
tive at high speed, both for tracking control and for 
maintaining the desired fixed response lag. Whereas in 

50 prior designs the proportional column gain was pro- 
grammed down with speed, it was not programmed 
down sufficiently to accomplish -the desired fixed lag 
characteristic. 

The circuit of FIG. 3 accomplishes the desired fixed 
55 lag characteristic by incorporating several design fea- 

tures. First, it is noted that the KV gain programmer 
102 affects both pitch rate and proportional column 
gain, via multiplier 98. To maintain the desired inverse 
speed relationship between pitch rate 8 and the propor- 

60 tional column gain, the proportional column gain signal 
is replaced with a gain program column signal, via 56, at 
the front end of the control law. The result is decreasing 
pitch rate gain with increasing speed, thereby doubly 
decreasing proportional column gain and yielding rela- 

Further, it should be noted that the y and y signals 
65 tively more response lag at high speed. 

are excluded from the gain programmer KV. Since 



7 
y= i /VGS and t=X/VCS 
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these signals are by themselves programmed down with 
increasing speed and need no further gain program- 
ming. This way the y and y gains remains constant and, 
therefore, more powerful in tracking yc. The higher y 
and 3 gains also help to maintain a constant response lag 
with increasing speeds. 

FIG. 4 illustrates the response of the control system 
shown in FIG. 3 under various conditions of flight. 
Notice that for each of the various flight conditions, the 
system exhibits a constant response lag T between the 
commanded flight path angle y c  and the actual flight 
path angle y, thereby accomodating the y s y ~ ~  require- 
ment as described above. 

Referring again to FIG. 3, the signals y and ycfor the 
two symbol display, as illustrated in FIG. 1, are pro- 
duced as shown. 

Production of the ysyNTsignal is understood as fol- 
lows. The pilot’s control column signal Scar., after 
being processed through dead-zone circuit 52, gain 
multiplier 54, summer 58 and gainflag circuit 60, is 
coupled as an input to the gain and transfer circuit 120. 
Circuit 120 has a gain factor T and a transfer function 
G(s). The transfer function G(s) is determined for a 
particular aircraft and control law and defines the rela- 
tionship between the commanded flight path angle and 
the actual flight path angle response, which, in the cir- 
cuit of FIG. 3, exhibits a fixed time lag T.  Thus, in one 
embodiment of the invention, the function G(s) is a first 
order lag circuit, having a time constant T.  

The gain factor Kcor. results from the gain factor K c  
and KDCI in the 6cor. signal processing path. 

The output from circuit 120 is applied at one input of 
a summer 122, whose remaining input is the actual flight 
path angle signal y .  The resultant output from summer 
122 is thus, the ysyNpignal, in accord with equation (9) 
above. 

FIG. 5 illustrates a conventional cathode ray tube 
electronic attitude director indicator 130, having fea- 
tures identical to that of indicator 10 shown in FIG. 1, 
but here a single flight path angle display symbol 132 is 
used. The position of this symbol is a function of the 
generated YSYNT signal, as produced by the circuit of 
FIG. 3. This ysyNrdisplay signal incorporates most of 
the information of the dual y/ycas shown in FIG. 1 and 
has quickened response dynamics required to produce a 
satisfactory y-control handling quality. 

The only information not available in YSYNT is the 
control reference value y c  during steady tracking. The 
ycsignal is useful in turbulence since it is unaffected by 
turbulence. Its display allows the pilot to precisely set 
up the desired long term y and reduces the pilot’s temp- 
tation to enter the control loop in a futile attempt to 
stabilize y perturbations due to turbulence. 

In summary, a novel flight path angle control and 
display system combination has been described. The 
system produces a single quickened flight path angle 
display signal (YSYNT) eliminating the need for the dis- 
play of both actual and commanded flight path angle, 
thereby reducing display symbology clutter and the 
likelihood of pilot confusion. 

While the preferred embodiment of the invention has 
been described in detail, it should be apparent that many 
modifications and variations thereto are possible, all of 
which fall within the true spirit and scope of the inven- 
tion. 

8 
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclu- 

sive property privilege is claimed are defined as follows: 
1. A method of producing a flight path angle display 

for an aircraft, the method comprising the steps of: 
(a) providing an aircraft flight control steering system 

having a predetermined time response lag T to a 
command input, said time response lag being sub- 
stantially independent of flight conditions; 

(b) providing a signal y representative of the aircraft’s 

(c) producing a signal A ~ D  having a predetermined 
relationship to said response lag T and to a flight 
path angle command; 

5 

10 actual flight path angle; 

(d) producing a synthesized signal YSYNT, where: 
15 

Y S Y N F Y + ~ Y D ;  

and, 
(e) displaying said ysyNTsigna1. 
2. The method of claim 1 wherein step (c) comprises 

(i) providing a signal -)c representative of the rate of 
change of a commanded flight path angle; 

(ii) producing a signal ryc, where T is representative 
of said time response lag; 

(iii) processing said r-jc signal by a predetermined 
fixed transfer function G(s), where G(s) is repre- 
sentative of the transfer function between a com- 
manded flight path angle and the aircraft’s actual 
flight path angle, to produce said AYD signal. 

3. The method of claim 2 wherein step (c) (i) com- 

providing a signal &or. representative of a deflection 

producing said yc signal as 

20 
the steps of: 

25 

30 

prises the steps of: 

of the pilot’s control column; and 
35 

c= K C O L ~  COL. 

where Kcor. is a predetermined gain constant. 
4. The method of either one of claims 2 or 3 wherein 

in step (c) (iii) the transfer function G(s) is a lag func- 
tion. a 

5. An aircraft flight path control and display system 
comprising: 

control means responsive to a flight path command to 
automatically control the flight of the aircraft to 
the commanded path, the control means exhibiting 
a time response lag 7 between a flight path com- 
mand input and the aircraft’s actual flight path 
response, said time lag r being substantially a con- 
stant value, independent of flight conditions; 

means for providing a signal y representative of the 
aircraft’s actual flight path angle; 

means for producing a signal A ~ D  which is a prede- 
termined function of said response lag T and the 
first time derivative of the commanded flight path 
angle YG 

means for producing a synthesized signal YSYNT 
where YSYNF Y + AYD; and 

display means for displaying said ys ~ N T  signal. 
6.  The system of claim 5 wherein the means for pro- 

means for producing a signal jcrepresentative of the 
first time derivative of a commanded flight path 

means for processing said ycsignal by a gain factor T 

representative of said time response lag and a pre- 
determined function G(s), where G(s) defines the 

40 

45 
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ducing the signal A ~ D  comprises: 

65 angle pc; 
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angle and the aircraft's actual flight path angle, 
thereby producing a signal 

means for multiplying said Scar. signal by a predeter- 
mined factor Kco,~,  

5 such that said yc signal is produced as 
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